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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
CONFERENCE CALL MEETING SUMMARY 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4, 2008  
 
 

Participants: Teresa Scott Curt Edwards 
 David Himes  Chris Walsh 
 Diane Linderman, APWA Board 
 
Absent: Brian Usher  Larry Zensinger 
  Mike Geisel, Ed. Comm. Liaison  
 
Staff:  Teresa Hon  Ashley Scherzer 
 Jim Fahey 
 
 
 1. Teresa Scott called the meeting order and asked if there were changes to the 

agenda.  There were none. 
 
 2. Participants approved the May 7, 2008, meeting summary. 
 
 3. Legislative Update – Jim Fahey commented on the letter to Chairman Oberstar 

and Chairwoman Norton, expressing APWA’s support for reauthorization of the 
Predisaster Mitigation Program.  Jim also mentioned the invitation from FEMA to 
participate in a targeted capabilities conference call discussion.  Teresa Scott 
would like to participate and it was suggested Mary Anderson be invited as well.  
If Mary is unavailable, Chris Walsh will participate. 

 4. Education report – Ashley Scherzer provided an update on the upcoming Click, 
Listen and Learn programs.  She also led discussion of the draft schedule of CLL 
programs for the next fiscal year and asked for further input on the Emergency 
topic.  Through discussion it was determined that Continuity of Operations should 
be the focus.  Individuals who can assist in locating speakers were discussed as 
well as a draft of the program description. (Continuation of critical services during 
a crisis -- whether it is a pandemic flu, extreme snow event, hurricane, tornado, 
wildfire or even campus shooting -- is of paramount concern for public works 
personnel.  Panelists who have been through these crises will share tips and 
lessons learned in dealing with unexpected emergencies. Find out what it takes 
to revive vital services in the aftermath of an event.) 

 5. At-Large Director Report – Diane Linderman indicated that the APWA Board of 
Directors will be meeting next week.  One item on the agenda will be approval of 
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the next fiscal year’s budget.  The Board will also be reviewing position 
statements approved by the GAC, which includes this committee’s Mutual Aid 
statement. 

 6.  2008 Congress – Teresa Scott 
a. Education Sessions  

 Cascading infrastructure failure – Curt & Larry have identified speakers 
but need to determine the details of each person’s presentation. 

 What Am I? What Is It? How Do I Do It? – Credentialing, Resource Typing 
& NRF – Brian 

 Role public works plays in evacuation: A panel discussion addressing 
hurricanes, special events, etc. – Speakers indicated that a conference 
call is not necessary as they will correspond via e-mail 

 Employee care during a crisis – Brian is taking the lead and will contact 
Harry Weed 

b. Think Tank session - Monday, August 18 from 10:30am to noon. – Teresa 
Scott will provide a review of what the committee has accomplished and 
goals for the coming year.  She will forward her draft to the committee for 
review.  

 
 7. Publication Subcommittee to develop Recovery Operations Field Manual – 

Teresa Hon will send an e-mail to participants and ask that they start thinking of 
details for the table of contents.  During the spring face-to-face meeting it was 
decided to first publish a pocket/field guide which outlines decisions they’ll be 
faced with, suggested priorities and checklists.  Teresa Scott mentioned a flow 
chart that was used in one of the CLL sessions.  Teresa Hon will follow-up.  A 
more comprehensive publication will include operational impact, continuity, 
mitigation and definition of short-term vs. long-term recovery. 

 
 8. Update on WARN teleconference  – Teresa Scott, Diane Linderman and Teresa 

Hon provided an update on the conference call staff held with Diane and Teresa 
to discuss the WARN mutual aid agreement concerns that some chapters have 
shared.  Chris Walsh indicated that a special meeting has been called by the 
Wisconsin Department of Military Affairs (and the only person who can draft 
language for the Attorney General) has called a meeting on June 10 to discuss 
proposed legislation on a state-wide mutual aid agreement.  Also included at the 
meeting will be a couple of state senators, the president of the Wisconsin 
Chapter of APWA, select APWA members, the Chapter EM committee chair, and 
members of the Wisconsin State Emergency Management office.  Chris will be 
bringing with her the draft State Mutual Aid position statement and indicate that 
we anticipate the APWA Board will approve at their meeting next week. 

 
 9. Reporter articles:  Discussion of topics and authors for articles for the January 

edition of the Reporter (due November 28) – this topic was tabled until the next 
meeting. 
a. Emergency management 101 or Emergency Management for Dummies: I’m 

supposed to do what? 
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b. Homeland Security Consortium – Chris 
c. Recovery & Continuity (see Jim Martin’s comments and contact John 

Ostrowski for contact person from new publication) 
d. I-90 blizzard fiasco – Chris 
e. COOP Plans – Brian & Teresa 

 
 10. Schedule for monthly InfoNOW Community Postings (e-mail addressed to 

emergency@infonow.apwa.net) – Curt Edwards is prepared to post an item for 
July  

 
 11. Action items from March meeting for completion of the 2007-08 Business Plan 

a. Develop five abstracts/hot topics from which chapters can choose for chapter 
events.  Assist the chapter in locating regional speakers on those topics – 
Members are to send their proposed topics out to the other committee 
members via email.  Teresa Scott will remind members of this responsibility 
with her list of proposed topics. 

Remaining items were tabled for the next call. 
b. Secure involvement of Army Corps of Engineers as an ex-officio member of 

the committee – Larry Zensinger will follow-up on his initial contact.  
c. Conduct outreach with other associations/coalitions on the role of public 

works – Brian Usher to work with Diane Linderman to update the Homeland 
Responder Training Network video 

d. Develop and/or partner in the preparation of standardized emergency contract 
for engineering services and debris removal – Larry Zensinger will complete  

e. Update on outreach with chapters who have an Emergency Management 
Committee  

 
 12. The next Conference Call Meeting is scheduled for July 2, at 8:00am 

Pacific/9:00am Mountain/10:00am Central/11:00am Eastern.  Because it is a 
holiday week Teresa Hon will find out from all members if they’ll be available to 
participate.  Because it is the last conference call before Congress it is important 
that all members participate.  

 


